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Dynamics With The Finite Element
Method
Imparts the theory and analysis regarding the
dynamics of rotating machinery in order to design
such rotating devices as turbines, jet engines,
pumps and power-transmission shafts. Takes into
account the forces acting upon machine structures,
bearings and related components. Provides
numerical techniques for analyzing and
understanding rotor systems with examples of actual
designs. Features an excellent treatment of
numerical methods available to obtain computer
solutions for authentic design problems.
This book presents select papers presented during
the 6th National Symposium on Rotor Dynamics,
held at CSIR-NAL, Bangalore, and focuses on the
latest trends in rotor dynamics and various
challenges encountered in the design of rotating
machinery. The book is of interest to researchers
from mechanical, aerospace, tribology and power
industries, engineering service providers and
academics.
Containing edited versions of most of the papers
presented at the Fifteenth International Conference
on Computational Methods and Experimental
Measurements, this book reviews the latest work on
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these two approaches, and the interaction between
them.
IFToMM conferences have a history of success due
to the various advances achieved in the field of rotor
dynamics over the past three decades. These
meetings have since become a leading global event,
bringing together specialists from industry and
academia to promote the exchange of knowledge,
ideas, and information on the latest developments in
the dynamics of rotating machinery. The scope of
the conference is broad, including e.g. active
components and vibration control, balancing,
bearings, condition monitoring, dynamic analysis and
stability, wind turbines and generators,
electromechanical interactions in rotor dynamics and
turbochargers. The proceedings are divided into four
volumes. This fourth volume covers the following
main topics: aero-engines; turbochargers; eolian
(wind) generators; automotive rotating systems; and
hydro power plants.
This book opens with an explanation of the
vibrations of a single degree-of-freedom (dof) system
for all beginners. Subsequently, vibration analysis of
multi-dof systems is explained by modal analysis.
Mode synthesis modeling is then introduced for
system reduction, which aids understanding in a
simplified manner of how complicated rotors behave.
Rotor balancing techniques are offered for rigid and
flexible rotors through several examples.
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Consideration of gyroscopic influences on the
rotordynamics is then provided and vibration
evaluation of a rotor-bearing system is emphasized
in terms of forward and backward whirl rotor motions
through eigenvalue (natural frequency and damping
ratio) analysis. In addition to these rotordynamics
concerning rotating shaft vibration measured in a
stationary reference frame, blade vibrations are
analyzed with Coriolis forces expressed in a rotating
reference frame. Other phenomena that may be
assessed in stationary and rotating reference frames
include stability characteristics due to rotor internal
damping and instabilities due to asymmetric shaft
stiffness and thermal unbalance behavior.
Describes the rotordynamic considerations that are
important to the successful design or troubleshooting
of a turbomachine. Shows how bearing design, fluid
seals, and rotor geometry affect rotordynamic
behavior (vibration, shaft whirling, bearing loads, and
critical speeds), and describes two successful
computational methods for rotordynamic analysis in
terms that can be understood by practicing
engineers. Gives descriptive accounts of the state of
the art in several areas of the field and presents
important mathematical or computational concepts,
describing equations and formulas in physical terms
for better understanding. Also offers tips for
troubleshooting unstable machines and provides
practical interpretations of vibration measurements.
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The aim of the present book is to address practical
aspects of nonlinear vibration analysis. It presents
cases rarely discussed in the existing literature on
vibration - such as rotor dynamics, and torsional
vibration of engines - which are problems of
considerable interest for engineering researchers
and practical engineers. The book can be used not
only as a reference but also as material for graduate
students at Engineering departments, as it contains
problems and solutions for each chapter.
In this easily readable volume, the author explains some
of the reasons for our preference toward the number
seven. He reviews its occurrences in our cultural,
biological, chemical, physical, algebraic and geometrical
world in an attempt to find the reasons behind them.
The design and construction of rotating machinery
operating at supercritical speeds was, in the 1920s, an
event of revolutionary importance for the then new
branch of dynamics known as rotor dynamics. In the
1960s, another revolution occurred: In less than a
decade, imposed by operational and economic needs,
an increase in the power of turbomachinery by one order
of magnitude took place. Dynamic analysis of complex
rotor forms became a necessity, while the importance of
approximate methods for dynamic analysis was
stressed. Finally, the emergence of fracture mechanics,
as a new branch of applied mechanics, provided
analytical tools to investigate crack influence on the
dynamic behavior of rotors. The scope of this book is
based on all these developments. No topics related to
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the well-known classical problems are included, rather
the book deals exclusively with modern high-power
turbomachinery.
An in-depth analysis of machine vibration in rotating
machinery Whether it's a compressor on an offshore
platform, a turbocharger in a truck or automobile, or a
turbine in a jet airplane, rotating machinery is the driving
force behind almost anything that produces or uses
energy. Counted on daily to perform any number of vital
societal tasks, turbomachinery uses high rotational
speeds to produce amazing amounts of power efficiently.
The key to increasing its longevity, efficiency, and
reliability lies in the examination of rotor vibration and
bearing dynamics, a field called rotordynamics. A
valuable textbook for beginners as well as a handy
reference for experts, Machinery Vibration and
Rotordynamics is teeming with rich technical detail and
real-world examples geared toward the study of machine
vibration. A logical progression of information covers
essential fundamentals, in-depth case studies, and the
latest analytical tools used for predicting and preventing
damage in rotating machinery. Machinery Vibration and
Rotordynamics: Combines rotordynamics with the
applications of machinery vibration in a single volume
Includes case studies of vibration problems in several
different types of machines as well as computer
simulation models used in industry Contains fundamental
physical phenomena, mathematical and computational
aspects, practical hardware considerations,
troubleshooting, and instrumentation and measurement
techniques For students interested in entering this highly
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specialized field of study, as well as professionals
seeking to expand their knowledge base, Machinery
Vibration and Rotordynamics will serve as the one book
they will come to rely upon consistently.
A wide-ranging treatment of fundamental rotordynamics
in order to serve engineers with the necessary
knowledge to eliminate various vibration problems. New
to this edition are three chapters on highly significant
topics: Vibration Suppression - The chapter presents
various methods and is a helpful guidance for
professional engineers. Magnetic Bearings - The chapter
provides fundamental knowledge and enables the reader
to realize simple magnetic bearings in the laboratory.
Some Practical Rotor Systems - The chapter explains
various vibration characteristics of steam turbines and
wind turbines. The contents of other chapters on
Balancing, Vibrations due to Mechanical Elements, and
Cracked Rotors are added to and revised extensively.
The authors provide a classification of rotating shaft
systems and general coverage of key ideas common to
all branches of rotordynamics. They offers a unique
analysis of dynamical problems, such as nonlinear
rotordynamics, self-excited vibration, nonstationary
vibration, and flow-induced oscillations. Nonlinear
resonances are discussed in detail, as well as methods
for shaft stability and various theoretical derivations and
computational methods for analyzing rotors to determine
and correct vibrations. This edition also includes case
studies and problems.
Provides an up-to-date review of rotor dynamics, dealing
with basic topics as well as a number of specialized
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topics usually available only in journal articles Unlike
other books on rotordynamics, this treats the entire
machine as a system, with the rotor as just one
component
Calculus of variations has a long history. Its
fundamentals were laid down by icons of mathematics
like Euler and Lagrange. It was once heralded as the
panacea for all engineering optimization problems by
suggesting that all one needed to do was to state a
variational problem, apply the appropriate EulerLagrange equation and solve the resulting differential
equation. This, as most all encompassing solutions,
turned out to be not always true and the resulting
differential equations are not necessarily easy to solve.
On the other hand, many of the differential equations
commonly used in various fields of engineering are
derived from a variational problem. Hence it is an
extremely important topic justifying the new edition of this
book. This third edition extends the focus of the book to
academia and supports both variational calculus and
mathematical modeling classes. The newly added
sections, extended explanations, numerous examples
and exercises aid the students in learning, the professors
in teaching, and the engineers in applying variational
concepts.
This second edition includes eleven new sections based
on the approximation of matrix functions, deflating the
solution space and improving the accuracy of
approximate solutions, iterative solution of initial value
problems of systems of ordinary differential equations,
and the method of trial functions for boundary value
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problems. The topics of th
Rotor dynamics is an important branch of dynamics that deals
with behavior of rotating machines ranging from very large
systems like power plant rotors, for example, a
turbogenerator, to very small systems like a tiny dentist’s
drill, with a variety of rotors such as pumps, compressors,
steam/gas turbines, motors, turbopumps etc. as used for
example in process industry, falling in between. The speeds
of these rotors vary in a large range, from a few hundred
RPM to more than a hundred thousand RPM. Complex
systems of rotating shafts depending upon their specific
requirements, are supported on different types of bearings.
There are rolling element bearings, various kinds of fluid film
bearings, foil and gas bearings, magnetic bearings, to name
but a few. The present day rotors are much lighter, handle a
large amount of energy and fluid mass, operate at much
higher speeds, and therefore are most susceptible to
vibration and instability problems. This have given rise to
several interesting physical phenomena, some of which are
fairly well understood today, while some are still the subject of
continued investigation. Research in rotor dynamics started
more than one hundred years ago. The progress of the
research in the early years was slow. However, with the
availability of larger computing power and versatile
measurement technologies, research in all aspects of rotor
dynamics has accelerated over the past decades. The
demand from industry for light weight, high performance and
reliable rotor-bearing systems is the driving force for
research, and new developments in the field of rotor
dynamics. The symposium proceedings contain papers on
various important aspects of rotor dynamics such as,
modeling, analytical, computational and experimental
methods, developments in bearings, dampers, seals including
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magnetic bearings, rub, impact and foundation effects,
turbomachine blades, active and passive vibration control
strategies including control of instabilities, nonlinear and
parametric effects, fault diagnostics and condition monitoring,
and cracked rotors. This volume is of immense value to
teachers, researchers in educational institutes, scientists,
researchers in R&D laboratories and practising engineers in
industry.
The purpose of the calculus of variations is to find optimal
solutions to engineering problems whose optimum may be a
certain quantity, shape, or function. Applied Calculus of
Variations for Engineers addresses this important
mathematical area applicable to many engineering
disciplines. Its unique, application-oriented approach sets it
apart from the theoretical treatises of most texts, as it is
aimed at enhancing the engineer’s understanding of the
topic. This Second Edition text: Contains new chapters
discussing analytic solutions of variational problems and
Lagrange-Hamilton equations of motion in depth Provides
new sections detailing the boundary integral and finite
element methods and their calculation techniques Includes
enlightening new examples, such as the compression of a
beam, the optimal cross section of beam under bending
force, the solution of Laplace’s equation, and Poisson’s
equation with various methods Applied Calculus of Variations
for Engineers, Second Edition extends the collection of
techniques aiding the engineer in the application of the
concepts of the calculus of variations.
Spectral Element Method in Structural Dynamics is a concise
and timely introduction to the spectral element method (SEM)
as a means of solving problems in structural dynamics, wave
propagations, and other related fields. The book consists of
three key sections. In the first part, background knowledge is
set up for the readers by reviewing previous work in the area
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and by providing the fundamentals for the spectral analysis of
signals. In the second part, the theory of spectral element
method is provided, focusing on how to formulate spectral
element models and how to conduct spectral element
analysis to obtain the dynamic responses in both frequencyand time-domains. In the last part, the applications of SEM to
various structural dynamics problems are introduced,
including beams, plates, pipelines, axially moving structures,
rotor systems, multi-layered structures, smart structures,
composite laminated structures, periodic lattice structures,
blood flow, structural boundaries, joints, structural damage,
and impact forces identifications, as well as the SEM-FEM
hybrid method. Presents all aspects of SEM in one volume,
both theory and applications Helps students and
professionals master associated theories, modeling
processes, and analysis methods Demonstrates where and
how to apply SEM in practice Introduces real-world examples
across a variety of structures Shows how models can be used
to evaluate the accuracy of other solution methods Crosschecks against solutions obtained by conventional FEM and
other solution methods Comes with downloadable code
examples for independent practice Spectral Element Method
in Structural Dynamics can be used by graduate students of
aeronautical, civil, naval architectures, mechanical, structural
and biomechanical engineering. Researchers in universities,
technical institutes, and industries will also find the book to be
a helpful reference highlighting SEM applications to various
engineering problems in areas of structural dynamics, wave
propagations, and other related subjects. The book can also
be used by students, professors, and researchers who want
to learn more efficient and more accurate computational
methods useful for their research topics from all areas of
engineering, science and mathematics, including the areas of
computational mechanics and numerical methods.
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This book presents the papers from the 10th International
Conference on Vibrations in Rotating Machinery. This
conference, first held in 1976, has defined and redefined the
state-of-the-art in the many aspects of vibration encountered
in rotating machinery. Distinguished by an excellent mix of
industrial and academic participation achieved, these papers
present the latest methods of theoretical, experimental and
computational rotordynamics, alongside the current issues of
concern in the further development of rotating machines.
Topics are aimed at propelling forward the standards of
excellence in the design and operation of rotating machines.
Presents latest methods of theoretical, experimental and
computational rotordynamics Covers current issues of
concern in the further development of rotating machines
As the most important parts of rotating machinery, rotors are
also the most prone to mechanical vibrations, which may lead
to machine failure. Correction is only possible when proper
and accurate diagnosis is obtained through understanding of
rotor operation and all of the potential malfunctions that may
occur. Mathematical modeling, in particular modal modeling,
is key to understanding observed phenomena through
measured data and for predicting and preventing failure.
Rotordynamics advances simple yet adequate models of
rotordynamic problems and phenomena related to rotor
operation in its environment. Based on Dr. Muszy(n ?)ska's
extensive work at Bently Rotor Dynamics Research
Corporation, world renowned for innovative and
groundbreaking experiments in the field, this book provides
realistic models, step-by-step experimental methods, and the
principles of vibration monitoring and practical malfunction
diagnostics of rotating machinery. It covers extended rotor
models, rotor/fluid-related phenomena, rotor-to-stationary part
rubbing, and other related problems such as nonsynchronous
perturbation testing. The author also illustrates practical
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diagnoses of several possible malfunctions and emphasizes
correct interpretation of computer-generated numerical
results. Rotordynamics is the preeminent guide to
rotordynamic theory and practice. It is the most valuable tool
available for anyone working on modeling rotating machinery
at the machine design stage or performing further analytical
and experimental research on rotating machine dynamics.
Computational techniques for the analysis and design of
structural dynamic systems using numerical methods have
been the focus of an enormous amount of research for
several decades. In general, the numerical methods utilized
to solve these problems include two phases: (a) spatial
discretization by either the finite element method (FEM) or the
finite difference method (FDM), and (b) solution of systems of
time dependent second-order ordinary differential equations.
In addition, the significantly powerful advances in computer
systems capabilities have put on the desks of structural
systems designers enormous computing power either by
means of increasingly effective computer workstations or else
through PCs (personal computers), whose increasing power
has succeeded in marginalizing the computational power
differences between PCs and workstations in many cases.
This volume is a comprehensive treatment of the issues
involved in computational techniques in structural dynamic
systems.
IFToMM conferences have a history of success due to the
various advances achieved in the field of rotor dynamics over
the past three decades. These meetings have since become
a leading global event, bringing together specialists from
industry and academia to promote the exchange of
knowledge, ideas, and information on the latest
developments in the dynamics of rotating machinery. The
scope of the conference is broad, including e.g. active
components and vibration control, balancing, bearings,
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condition monitoring, dynamic analysis and stability, wind
turbines and generators, electromechanical interactions in
rotor dynamics and turbochargers. The proceedings are
divided into four volumes. This second volume covers the
following main topics: condition monitoring, fault diagnostics
and prognostics; modal testing and identification; parametric
and self-excitation in rotor dynamics; uncertainties, reliability
and life predictions of rotating machinery; and torsional
vibrations and geared systems dynamics.
The poetry contained in this anthology is the culmination of
over forty-five years of the author’s intimate interactions with
the raw and refined elements of nature and a layman’s
passionate record of the natural, human, and spiritual aspects
of life. He masterfully uses vivid imagery and pleasing
rhythms to transport the reader to places he won’t want to
leave and won’t soon forget. This is a brilliantly insightful,
awe-inspiring, and at times provocative book with the power
to make you laugh and cry or possibly change how you look
at the world we live in, your place within it, and the spirit that
binds it all together.
This book starts with the invention of the wheel nearly 5000
years ago, and via Archimedes, Aristotle and Hero describes
the first practical applications such as water wheels and
grinding wheels, pushing on to more rigorous scientific
research by inquiring minds such as Leonardo da Vinci and
Copernicus in later ages. Newton and Leibniz followed, and
beam structures received maximum attention three centuries
ago. As focus shifts and related disciplines such as
mathematics and physics also develop, slowly turbomachines
and rotor and blade dynamics as we know the subject now
take shape. While the book traces the events leading to Laval
and Parsons Turbines, the emphasis is on rotor and blade
dynamics aspects that pushed these turbines to their limits in
the last century. The tabular and graphical methods
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developed in the pre-computer era have taken different form
in the last fifty years through finite element methods. The
methods evolved in the last century are discussed in detail to
help modern day designers and researchers. This book will
be useful to young researchers and engineers in industry and
educational institutions engaged in rotor and blade dynamics
work in understanding the past and the present developments
and what is expected in future. Faculty and industry
engineers can benefit from this broad perspective history in
formulating their developmental plans.
For more than a century, we have had a firm grasp on rotor
dynamics involving rigid bodies with regular shapes, such as
cylinders and shafts. However, to achieve an equally solid
understanding of the rotational behavior of flexible bodiesespecially those with irregular shapes, such as propeller and
turbine blades-we require more modern tools and m
The First International Conference on Computational Methods
(ICCM04), organized by the department of Mechanical
Engineering, National University of Singapore, was held in
Singapore, December 15-17, 2004, with great success. This
conference proceedings contains some 290 papers from
more than 30 countries/regions. The papers cover a broad
range of topics such as meshfree particle methods,
Generalized FE and Extended FE methods, inverse analysis
and optimization methods. Computational methods for
geomechanics, machine learning, vibration, shock, impact,
health monitoring, material modeling, fracture and damage
mechanics, multi-physics and multi-scales simulation, sports
and environments are also included. All the papers are prereviewed before they are accepted for publication in this
proceedings. The proceedings will provide an informative,
timely and invaluable resource for engineers and scientists
working in the important areas of computational methods.
Offers a review of the newest methodologies for the
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characterization and modelling of lightweight materials and
structures Advances in Multifunctional Lightweight Structures
offers a text that provides and in-depth analyses of the
thermal, electrical and mechanical responses of multifunctional lightweight structures. The authors, noted experts
on the topic, address the most recent and innovative
methodologies for the characterization and modelling of
lightweight materials and discuss various shell and plate
theories. They present multifunctional materials and
structures and offer detailed descriptions of the complex
modelling of these structures. The text is divided into three
sections that demonstrate a keen understanding and
awareness for multi-functional lightweight structures by taking
a unique approach. The authors explore multi-disciplinary
modelling and characterization alongside benchmark
problems and applications, topics that are rarely approached
in this field. This important book: • Offers an analyses of the
thermal, electrical and mechanical responses of multifunctional lightweight structures • Covers innovative
methodologies for the characterization and modelling of
lightweight materials and structures • Presents a
characterization of a wide variety of novel materials •
Considers multifunctional novel structures with potential
applications in different high-tech industries • Includes
efficient and highly accurate methodologies Written for
professionals, engineers and researchers in industrial and
other specialized research institutions, Advances in
Multifunctional Lightweight Structures offers a much needed
text to the design practices of existing engineering building
services and how these methods combine with recent
developments.
Finite element analysis (FEA) has become the dominant tool
of analysis in many industrial fields of engineering, particularly
in mechanical and aerospace engineering. This process
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requires significant computational work divided into several
distinct phases. What Every Engineer Should Know About
Computational Techniques of Finite Element Analysis offers a
concise, self-contained treatment of FEA and all of the tools
needed for efficient use and practical implementation. This
book provides you with a walk-through of the process from
the physical model to the computed solution. Based on the
author's thirty years of practical experience in finite element
analysis in the shipbuilding, aerospace, and automobile
industries, it describes the transformation of the physical
problem into a mathematical model, reduction of the model to
a more efficient, numerically solvable form, and the solution of
the problem using specific computational techniques. The
author discusses time and frequency domain solutions as
used in practice, as well as the representation of the
computed results. What Every Engineer Should Know About
Computational Techniques of Finite Element Analysis serves
as a to-the-point guide to using or implementing FEA for both
beginners and everyday users who must apply the finite
element method to your daily work. The techniques can be
easily executed in most available FEA software packages.
CRC Press Authors Speak Louis Komzsik introduces you to
two books that share a common mathematical foundation, the
finite element analysis technique. Watch the video.
The purpose of this book is to give a basic understanding of
rotor dynamics phenomena with the help of simple rotor
models and subsequently, the modern analysis methods for
real life rotor systems. This background will be helpful in the
identification of rotor-bearing system parameters and its use
in futuristic model-based condition monitoring and, fault
diagnostics and prognostics. The book starts with introductory
material for finite element methods and moves to linear and
non-linear vibrations, continuous systems, vibration
measurement techniques, signal processing and error
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analysis, general identification techniques in engineering
systems, and MATLAB analysis of simple rotors. Key
Features: • Covers both transfer matrix methods (TMM) and
finite element methods (FEM) • Discusses transverse and
torsional vibrations • Includes worked examples with
simplicity of mathematical background and a modern
numerical method approach • Explores the concepts of
instability analysis and dynamic balancing • Provides a basic
understanding of rotor dynamics phenomena with the help of
simple rotor models including modern analysis methods for
real life rotor systems.
Computational Techniques of Rotor Dynamics with the Finite
Element MethodCRC Press
The dynamic behavior of flexible rotating beams continues to
receive considerable research attention as it constitutes a
fundamental problem in applied mechanics. Further, beams
comprise parts of many rotating structures of engineering
significance. A topic of particular interest at the present time
involves the development of techniques for obtaining the
behavior in both space and time of a rotor acted upon by a
simple airload loading. Most current work on problems of this
type use solution techniques based on normal modes. It is
certainly true that normal modes cannot be disregarded, as
knowledge of natural blade frequencies is always important.
However, the present work has considered a computational
structural mechanics (CSM) approach to rotor blade
dynamics problems in which the physical properties of the
rotor blade provide input for a direct numerical solution of the
relevant boundary-and-initial-value problem. Analysis of the
dynamics of a given rotor system may require solution of the
governing equations over a long time interval corresponding
to many revolutions of the loaded flexible blade. For this
reason, most of the common techniques in computational
mechanics, which treat the space-time behavior concurrently,
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cannot be applied to the rotor dynamics problem without a
large expenditure of computational resources. By contrast,
the integrating matrix technique of computational mechanics
has the ability to consistently incorporate boundary conditions
and 'remove' dependence on a space variable. For problems
involving both space and time, this feature of the integrating
matrix approach thus can generate a 'splitting' which forms
the basis of an efficient CSM method for numerical solution of
rotor dynamics problems. Lakin, William D. Unspecified
Center NAG1-1097...
For more than a century, we have had a firm grasp on rotor
dynamics involving rigid bodies with regular shapes, such as
cylinders and shafts. However, to achieve an equally solid
understanding of the rotational behavior of flexible
bodies—especially those with irregular shapes, such as
propeller and turbine blades—we require more modern tools
and methods. Computational Techniques of Rotor Dynamics
with the Finite Element Method explores the application of
practical finite element method (FEM)-based computational
techniques and state-of-the-art engineering software. These
are used to simulate behavior of rotational structures that
enable the function of various types of machinery—from
generators and wind turbines to airplane engines and
propellers. The book’s first section focuses on the theoretical
foundation of rotor dynamics, and the second concentrates
on the engineering analysis of rotating structures. The
authors explain techniques used in the modeling and
computation of the forces involved in the rotational
phenomenon. They then demonstrate how to interpret and
apply the results to improve fidelity and performance.
Coverage includes: Use of FEM to achieve the most accurate
computational simulation of all gyroscopic forces occurring in
rotational structures Details of highly efficient and accurate
computational and numerical techniques for dynamic
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simulations Interpretation of computational results, which is
instrumental to developing stable rotating machinery Practical
application examples of rotational structures’ dynamic
response to external and internal excitations An FEM case
study that illustrates the computational complexities
associated with modeling and computation of forces of rotor
dynamics Assessment of propellers and turbines that are
critical to the transportation and energy industries Useful to
practicing engineers and graduate-level students alike, this
self-contained volume also serves as an invaluable reference
for researchers and instructors in this field. CRC Press
Authors Speak Louis Komzsik introduces you to two books
that share a common mathematical foundation, the finite
element analysis technique. Watch the video.
This text is intended for use as an advanced course in either
rotordynamics or vibration at the graduate level. This text has
mostly grown out of the research work in my laboratory and
the lectures given to graduate students in the Mechanical
Engineering Department, KAIST. The text contains a variety
of topics not normally found in rotordynamics or vibration
textbooks. The text emphasizes the analytical aspects and is
thus quite different from conventional rotordynamics texts;
potential readers are expected to have a firm background in
elementary rotordynamics and vibration. In most previously
published rotordynamics texts, the behavior of simple rotors
has been of a primary concern, while more realistic, multidegree-f-freedom or continuous systems are seldom treated
in a rigorous way, mostly due to the difficulty of a
mathematical treatment of such complicated systems. When
one wanted to gain a deep insight into dynamic phenomena
of complicated rotor systems, one has, in the past, either had
to rely on computational techniques, such as the transfer
matrix and finite element methods, or cautiously to extend
ideas learned from simple rotors whose analytical solutions
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are readily available. The former methods are limited in the
interpretation of results, since the calculations relate only to
the simulated case, not to more general system behavior.
Ideas learned from simple rotors can, fortunately, often be
extended to many practical rotor systems, but there is of
course no guarantee of their validity.
For more than a century, we have had a firm grasp on rotor
dynamics involving rigid bodies with regular shapes, such as
cylinders and shafts. However, to achieve an equally solid
understanding of the rotational behavior of flexible
bodiesespecially those with irregular shapes, such as
propeller and turbine bladeswe require more modern tools
and methods. Computational Techniques of Rotor Dynamics
with the Finite Element Method explores the application of
practical finite element method (FEM)-based computational
techniques and state-of-the-art engineering software. These
are used to simulate behavior of rotational structures that
enable the function of various types of machineryfrom
generators and wind turbines to airplane engines and
propellers. The books first section focuses on the theoretical
foundation of rotor dynamics, and the second concentrates
on the engineering analysis of rotating structures. The
authors explain techniques used in the modeling and
computation of the forces involved in the rotational
phenomenon. They then demonstrate how to interpret and
apply the results to improve fidelity and performance.
Coverage includes: Use of FEM to achieve the most accurate
computational simulation of all gyroscopic forces occurring in
rotational structures Details of highly efficient and accurate
computational and numerical techniques for dynamic
simulations Interpretation of computational results, which is
instrumental to developing stable rotating machinery Practical
application examples of rotational structures dynamic
response to external and internal excitations An FEM case
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study that illustrates the computational complexities
associated with modeling and computation of forces of rotor
dynamics Assessment of propellers and turbines that are
critical to the transportation and energy industries Useful to
practicing engineers and graduate-level students alike, this
self-contained volume also serves as an invaluable reference
for researchers and instructors in this field. CRC Press
Authors Speak Louis Komzsik introduces you to two books
that share a common mathematical foundation, the finite
element analysis technique. Watch the video.
Containing edited versions of most of the papers presented at
the Fourteenth International Conference on Computational
Methods and Experimental Measurements, this book reviews
the latest work on these two approaches, and the interaction
between them.
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